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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Fourteenth Day: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 123-17-24-23—14%W, 52%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)ETERNAL FORCE: Wide trip hurt last time; makes first start for a tag   
(#8)DRY MARTINI: Exits a “live” race in Louisville; on the drop for Hobby 
(#6)ELKHORN POET: Gets needed class relief; has early lick, pace factor 
(#4)TEQUILAS RANGER: Sharp local gate breeze; barn capable w/ firsters 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-6-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)COSMIC BURST: She’s the controlling speed and will be tighter—upside   
(#6)QUEENARDINI: Love the turf-to-dirt angle; second start off the layoff 
(#7)ABSOLUTE LOVE: Good effort on speed-favoring strip in 2-turn debut 
(#5)ESKIMO KISSES: Homebred has been firing bullets at will in the A.M. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-7-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)JAMMIN GEMI: A shade cheap but will dictate pace; won 3-of-6 in ‘17   
(#1)BIG RED SEVEN: At her best for $25K; 7F in wheelhouse, poor draw 
(#3)CHERAY: Throw out last start on the grass; gets trip, 1-for-1 at KEE 
(#5)ROSE TO GLORY: Closer may want more ground; the time off helped 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-3-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)AKTABANTAY (GB): Bay has won 4-of-8 this year; edge in tricky race   
(#8)VICI: Tries every time, but has a penchant for second; wants it “firm” 
(#7)GENERAL MACARTHUR: Excellent stateside debut; likely improves 
(#1)CHILTERN STREET: Lifetime numbers over KEE weeds dicey—gelded 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-7-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)B DUBYA: Love the stretch out around two-turns; needs a better start   
(#1A)ROCKINGHAM MEL: Overcame poor start, wide trip in dirt debut 
(#5)BLUE MESA: Creeps in for a $50K tag; turf-to-dirt angle is appealing 
(#1)ANALYZING: He’ll like the extra distance; half of a formidable entry 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1A(Part of Entry)-5-1(Part of Entry) 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)EIGHT TOWN: Aired with first-time Lasix; pocket trip, speed to inside   
(#7)SPEEDMEISTER: Must have needed last off lengthy layoff; back to dirt 
(#11)FORT FORTITUDE: Fired “bullet” off big maiden win; 11-hole x-factor 
(#6)DONWELL: Capable off a big effort off shelf; tries 6F for the first time 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-11-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)BANTU: Faced a nice filly in Snapper Sinclair at KD; “firm” going a +   
(#1)ARAWAK: 13-hole costly in 2-turn debut; dirt-to-turf very playable 
(#7)PONT DU GARD: Toss dirt experiment; impressed on turf in Chicago 
(#12)MR. RECIO: Demonstrated nice late turn of foot at CD; 12-hole hurts 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-7-12 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#10)ARCH MADNESS: He woke up on dirt with double-dip drop; tighter  
(#6)MISSLE BOMB: Barn capable off lengthy layoffs; good past dirt form 
(#3)SUMMER O FIFTYFOUR: Half-length off top choice last time; likes KEE 
(#7)ENCRYPT: Wheeled back off seven days rest; loves minor awards 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-3-7 
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